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Roschdi et al.1 report on a new higher-order RNA structure folding from an alternating uridine 

(U)/guanosine (G) repeated sequence–the pUG tail–into a peculiar G-quadruplex structure–

the pUG fold–found to orchestrate the gene-silencing activity of pUGylated RNAs.  

 

G-quadruplexes (G4s) are everywhere. These four-stranded nucleic acid structures fold from 

guanine (or guanosine, G)-rich sequences, as a result of the self-assembly of Gs to form G-

quartets, and the self-stacking of G-quartets to form the thermodynamically stable G4 core 

(Figure 1A,B). G4s can be found in both genomes (G4-DNA)2 and transcriptomes (G4-RNA)3 of 

a variety of species including parasites (e.g., Leishmania), bacteria (e.g., Rhodobacter), 

nematodes (e.g., C. elegans) plants and humans.4 They are located in either coding regions 

(e.g., gene bodies for G4-DNA, coding sequences (CDS) of mRNA) or non-coding regions (e.g., 

intronic DNA, UTRs of mRNAs, ncRNAs), thus exerting repressive or activating cellular roles 

depending on their location, mostly studied in the general context of gene expression 

regulation5 and G4-mediated genetic instability.6 G4s are now considered as key players in 

genetics because of their genomic and transcriptomic prevalence: hundreds of thousands of 

G4-prone DNA and RNA sequences have been detected in silico7 and hundreds of them shown 

to fold into G4s in vitro and in vivo.2,3 By their nature, these sequences display distinctive G4 

signatures, i.e., stretches of consecutive Gs (G-runs, usually between 2 to 5 Gs) separated by 

diverse intervening sequences (G4 loops, between 0 to >20 nucleotides), which translates into 

topological diversity. All known G4-forming sequences share the common feature of 

exhibiting G-runs, which makes them readily detectable (by predictive algorithms) and 

identifiable (by sequencing). All of them… at least, until only very recently.1  

 

In 2020, Kennedy and coworkers8 described in C. elegans an enzyme, RDE-3 (also known as 

MUT-2), which adds a series of uridine (U)/guanosine (G) dinucleotides to the 3’ end of RNAs, 

thus decorating them with a poly(UG) tail, also referred to as a pUG tail. A tail with >8 UG pairs 
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was found to be functional, which led the authors to surmise that “the precise length and 

sequence requirements for pUG tail function suggest that long pUG tail may (…) form a 

structure that helps to recruit, a possibly prime, RdRPs [RNA-dependent RNA polymerases]”.8 

Indeed, pUG tails were thought to act as docking sites for RdRPs, which then use them as a 

template for short interference RNA (siRNA) production, subsequently involved in gene 

silencing pathways. Normally, G-rich RNA sequences such as the pUG tails would have 

promptly been spotted as likely G4-folding sequences; however, none of the reported G4-

forming sequences display interrupted G-runs as pUG tails do, making them poor G4 

candidates. All predictive algorithms would have set them aside: as an example, the 12-unit 

pUG tail (UG)12 has a G4Hunter score of 0.5, far from the 1-1.2 threshold below which G4 

folding is considered unreliable.9 In spite of this, Kennedy, Butcher and coworkers1 used a 

series of biophysical methods to establish the G4 signature of pUG tails both in solution (CD, 

TDS, 1D- and 2D-NMR) and in the solid state, resolving the X-ray crystallographic structure of 

(UG)11.5 and (UG)12 in complex with the G4 ligands N-methyl-mesoporphyrin IX (NMM) (Figure 

1C). Beyond their alternating Gs, the pUG folds differ from classical G4 structure by the 

presence of a U-quartet beneath the G4 core and, above all, the inverted helicity (left-handed) 

of the overall structure, thus adding another type of topology to an already rich portfolio of 

G4 structures, even for G4-RNA.10 

 

When considering the biological function of this pUG structure, the authors show that RDE-3 

adds pUG tails to various RNAs in C. elegans; this pUGylation offers RdRPs a docking site (the 

pUG fold) from which they synthesize gene-silencing siRNAs (Figure 1D). While the direct 

interaction between RdRPs and pUG fold is still to be confirmed, strong lines of evidence 

support the pUG fold involvement, notably the demonstration that 1) 12 or more UG repeats 

are required to exert siRNA-mediated gene-silencing activity, and 2) the binding of NMM 

alters this ability, which strongly suggests that the G4 ligand, by stacking atop the accessible 

G-quartet of pUG fold, hinders proper interaction between the enzyme (RdRP) and its 

substrate (pUG fold). The authors also suggest that pUGylated RNAs are vectors for 

transgenerational epigenetic inheritance, allowing C. elegans to remember past gene-

silencing landscapes and pass it on to the next generation. This feed-forward and 

transgenerational pUG-mediated gene-silencing mechanism is appealing but cannot yet be 

suggested in humans as our cells do not possess RdRPs, which makes the functional relevance 
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of pUG RNAs to mammalian biology questionable. However, pUG fold motifs are particularly 

enriched in both C. elegans and mammalian introns, with >20,000 pUG-folds in the human 

genome, >95% of which are located in introns. These sequences are particularly found near 

splice sites, hinting towards key roles in splicing processes, but pUG folds are also present in 

ncRNA (>300 motifs) and mRNA (>500 motifs), which suggests a broader, yet-to-be-

determined cellular role. Deciphering these new roles will require additional effort but this 

study provides a new G4 folding pattern, which leads G4 scientists to rethink their predictive 

algorithms as the already high transcriptomic and genomic prevalence of G4s might turn out 

to be even higher than anticipated. As a result, G4 biology, which already stands out for its 

fine-lace intricacy, still holds a lot of surprises. 
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Figure 1. A,B. Stylized (A) and schematic representation (B) of the way the pUG tail folds upon 

itself to form a G-quadruplex structure, along with the comparison of classical (TERRA) versus 

non-classical (pUG fold) G4 folding. C. X-ray crystal structure of pUG fold ((UG)12)/N-methyl-

mesoporphyrin (NMM) complex (1.97 Å-resolution). D. Gene-silencing mechanism involving 

the pUGylation of RNAs by RDE-3 which allows the pUG tails (>12 repeats) to fold into a G4 

structure (pUG fold) that acts as a docking site for RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RdRPs), 

which then used the pUGylated RNAs as a templated for short interference RNA (siRNA) 

synthesis. 

 


